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Summary and conclusions

Data on the birth rank of miscarriages within sibships
in which a case of anencephaly or spina bifida (ASB)
had occurred were analysed by the Haldane-Smith
statistical test. This showed that miscarriages in ASB
sibships tend to have a negative birth order effect-
that is, they occur in earlier rather than later pregnancies
within the sibship. The strongest source of bias in this
analysis-the fact that mothers tend to forget early
spontaneous abortions-worked against this finding, so
the negative birth order effect is probably genuine.
Because ASB itself shows a negative birth order effect

and because spontaneous abortions in normal sibships
do not show such an effect, the additional spontaneous
abortions in ASB sibships are probably of fetuses affected
by ASB.

Introduction

There is a high incidence of spontaneous abortion among
pregnancies in sibships in which a case of anencephaly or spina
bifida (ASB) has occurred.' 2Also, relatively few pregnancies
in which the fetus is affected by ASB reach full term: many
more are either terminated or spontaneously aborted.3 1 It
seems natural to suppose that the additional spontaneous abor-
tions in ASB sibships occur among fetuses that also have ASB.

This interpretation has now been questioned in one of the
elaborations of the fetus-fetus interaction hypothesis.7
Instead it has been suggested that ASB is somehow caused by
a previous spontaneous abortion. This suggestion was supported
by the observation,7 now confirmed by Laurence and Roberts,"
that the pregnancy immediately before the index pregnancy,
which resulted in a child with ASB, is more likely to have been
reported to have miscarried than the pregnancy immediately
after it. In discussing this point, Clarke et a17 raise the possibility
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that miscarriages occur early rather than late in families. They
dismiss this explanation, however: "The data gave no evidence
for such a view, and in one series (anencephaly in Appendix 1
of Carter et al9) miscarriages came on average significantly
later." In this paper I want to reconsider this point.

It is true that the percentage of pregnancies reported as
miscarrying increased from 7%O in the first to 20", in the fourth
birth rank in the data of Carter et al. But the question is not
whether the proportion of pregnancies miscarrying increases
from rank to rank, but whether within sibships the probability
of having a miscarriage increases from rank to rank. These two
questions are not the same; indeed, it would be possible for the
incidence of spontaneous abortion to rise with birth rank even if
the probability of a spontaneous abortion declined within indi-
vidual sibships. (This might arise if spontaneous abortions were
commoner in large than in small sibships.)

Statistical analysis

To test whether the liability to miscarriage varies from one birth
rank to another within sibships I used the test of Haldane and
Smith."' This test assumes a null hypothesis that the birth ranks of
the affected siblings are equiprobable. The actual sum of the affected
birth ranks is compared with the sum that would have been obtained
if the null hypothesis had been true. The difference between the
two sums divided by an estimate of the standard error is approximately
normally distributed and provides an estimate of the probability
that the actual sum would have been observed if the null hypothesis
had been true.

I analysed all the sibships reported by Carter et a19 and by William-
son"' in which cases of ASB had occurred. The birth ranks of preg-
nancies that ended in miscarriages were tested against those of all the
other pregnancies (affected and unaffected) in each sibship. Multiple
births were counted as occupying one birth rank. Miscarriages had
occurred in 210 sibships, and for these data the test statistic of
E6A took the value of 4812 with an expected value of 5175 and a
sampling variance of 19311. This gave a z score of 2-6 (P<001).
These data therefore strongly suggested that miscarriages in ASB
sibships tended to occur among the earlier rather than the later preg-
nancies.

Sources of bias

Studies on birth order effects are notoriously susceptible to bias
so it is worth considering some of the sources of bias.
Memory-Rates of reported spontaneous abortion may be categor-
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ised simultaneously by the age of the mother at occurrence and by her
age at interview.12 13 For a given age of occurrence the reported spon-
taneous abortion rate varies inversely and substantially with the
interval since the occurrence. Such an effect is absent from data on
reported stillbirth rates.14 This suggests that (presumably because of
memory deficit) women are less likely to report spontaneous abortions
occurring early in their histories than those occurring more recently.
So the finding of Clarke et al and of Laurence and Roberts occurred
in spite of this phenomenon and not because of it.

Incompleteness of sibships-It is not clear that this feature of the
data has seriously biased the birth ranks of the miscarriages.
Compensation-There is good evidence that parents compensate

after a miscarriage by starting another pregnancy.'5 1I In such circum-
stances a Haldane-Smith test would yield a slight spurious suggestion
of a negative birth order effect in the absence of a true one."7 It seems
unlikely, however, that such a tendency could have affected the present
results appreciably, if only because the sibships were incomplete.
The strongest bias (memory) was therefore working in the opposite

direction to the present result. This suggests that the effect detected
here is genuine and not a statistical artefact.

Discussion

The results seem to confirm speculation'8 that miscarriages
in ASB sibships show a negative birth order effect-that is,
they are more likely to occur among the early than among the
late birth ranks. This is in contrast to the position in random
sibships, where there does not seem to be an overall negative
birth order effect in spontaneous abortions.8 18 But ASB itself
also shows a negative birth order (or at least primi-
parity)' 9-21 effect, which seems even more pronounced when some
attempt is made to control variation due to social class." Taken
together these facts seem to suggest that the additional spon-
taneous abortions in ASB sibships are not "normal" spontaneous
abortions but further cases of ASB. Otherwise the question
arises: Why do cases of ASB have a negative birth order effect

when their putative cause-miscarriages of fetuses without
ASB-do not?
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Adrenocortical suppression in workers manufacturing
synthetic glucocorticoids
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Summary and conclusions

A man who had worked for 16 years in the manufacture
of a potent corticosteroid was found to be suffering from
chronic adrenocortical insufficiency attributed to chronic
absorption of the glucocorticoid. Eleven other symptom-
free workers were therefore screened. Two of these
workers, like the first patient, gave grossly abnormal
responses to the Synacthen (tetracosactrin) test; one had
been employed for only seven months.
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All 12 men had facial plethora, suggesting absorption
of the drug in spite of their having adhered to the safety
precautions. All workers manufacturing potent steroids
should therefore be screened regularly by measurement
of their plasma cortisol concentrations and should be
moved regularly to processing other drugs.

Introduction

Many studies have demonstrated adrenocortical suppression in
patients receiving long-term steroid treatment for a variety of
diseases'--; but such suppression has not previously been
demonstrated in workers manufacturing synthetic gluco-
corticoid drugs. Our study was prompted by investigations on a
man who had worked for 16 years at various stages of production
of a potent corticosteroid.

Case report

Case 1-Although symptom-free while working, this man com-
plained for two years of general ill health during periods of absence
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